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From 17 November 2020, we began accepting submissions on our Minimum feed-in tariff review 2021-22 via Engage Victoria (www.engage.vic.gov.au). On this website, people were given the opportunity to send us a response to a set of questions we provided.

Your comments on this draft decision:

For Pensioners, feed-in should be the highest given most are house bound and NEED power to live.

As being on a disability pension, my solar install and feed-in is of the purpose I got Solar installed, given the horrendous electricity rates this same Victorian state Government charges as it puts an essential service out for money making competition against the very people they meant to be supporting, us pensioners! It IS fraud to hand out $ only to rake it back in via trickery or as you put it to fat cat stake holders. Even the website to get a 'better deal' is also collecting $, personal detail and advertising of that hiding in the background, run by the government. Since solar install I am bombarded by constant calls 'to get solar installed' via 'a rebate' that these people are using from any state by any fraud means! More personal fraud on the venerable that never stops. I continue to suffer these calls 2 a week minimum. I get letters to install a battery again via 'a rebate' which I have been refused via Victoria Government Minster herself. Still letters keep cumming! boy they look real!

And if a person were to change there service tariff, yep, customer pays, then to so called get the benefit, but in fact by modifying tariffs, this only compensates the suppliers, not the customer again as locked in by the Victorian Government. Customer will always loose, and as for those on a pension? Essential service CANNOT be a $ competition! But in Australia it very much IS! What a human disgrace! That IS a competition to LIVE for some. How disgusting can you get?